
Video drives student engagement, interactive learning experiences and better learning outcomes. Kaltura Video 
Cloud for Education is a single platform purposefully built to power real-time, live and VOD experiences for 
online programs and virtual learning. The Kaltura Video Cloud for Education includes a range of products for 
virtual classrooms, lecture capture, webinars & live events, and student outreach -- all designed to create 
engaging, personalized, and accessible experiences on campus and beyond.

KALTURA VIDEO CLOUD 
FOR EDUCATION

Send personalized video messages via email to 
prospective students, alumni, or colleagues across 
campus and grab your recipients’ attention, track 

viewership in real-time and truly connect.

Video Messages
Broadcast every event of any size, from athletics 

to guest lectures and presidential addresses. 
Quickly and easily create new live events and 

stream to an unlimited audience.

Webinars & Live Events

Branded persistent rooms with advanced moderation 
controls, collaborative tools like whiteboard, screen 

share, content management playlist, breakout rooms, 
interactive live quizzing and HD video sharing.

Virtual Classroom

Create course video galleries, video assignments, 
and enjoy video creation tools, seamlessly 

integrated into the familiar LMS/VLE environments 
with gradebook integration and accessibility. 

LMS Video Integrations

Branded media hub for sharing videos, class 
recordings and live events, securely and at scale, 
with search, auto transcription, video creation, 

editing and interactive tools. 

Video Portal

Live stream and record any class on campus with 
Kaltura Lecture Capture, compatible with any lecture 
capture hardware. Schedule in advance or capture on 

the fly, and automatically publish to your LMS/VLE. 

Lecture Capture

Powering Real-Time, Live and VOD 
Learning Experiences
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About Kaltura
With the mission to power any video experience, Kaltura has emerged as the fastest growing video cloud. Kaltura is used globally 
in thousands of enterprises, media companies, service providers, and educational institutions and engages hundreds of millions 
of viewers at home, at work, and at school.  

Learn more: https://corp.kaltura.com/solutions/education/

Purpose Built for Learning 
Kaltura Video Cloud for Education is a unified platform that supports virtual learning and communication needs – whether in a 
classroom, at home, in groups, or on the go – from online programs, remote learning, and live events to student outreach.

Lean-Forward Video Experiences
A suite of tools to create, embed and share immersive personalized video experiences for greater engagement and learning 
including interactive playback experience, interactive video paths, video quizzes, chapters, and hotspots. 

Advanced Learning Analytics 
Granular analytics on viewership with user–level heatmaps, insights on engagement, comparative analysis, and support for xAPI 
and Caliper Analytics that provide a window on learner behavior.

Accessible by Design
Kaltura products adhere to 508, CVAA, and WCAG 2.0 AA accessibility standards with workflows and tools such as transcription, 
translation, audio description, automatic chaptering, and much more for greater inclusion.

Integrated with Your LMS/VLE 
Kaltura integrates with all major Learning Management Systems/Video Learning Environments, (Moodle, Canvas, Blackboard, 
Sakai) so you can seamlessly add video to the tools your users depend on.

Open, Flexible, Customizable 
With its open APIs-based architecture Kaltura offers the ultimate in customization and flexibility. Kaltura is a leader in supporting and 
driving market-wide adoption of Open Standards including Open Capture and Learning Analytics (LTI 1.3, LTI Advantage, xAPI, Caliper). 
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